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Donate a gently used bra
BRAS FOR A CAUSE
DID YOU KNOW: Of the 27 million slaves around the world 80% are women and children; only 1% are rescued or escape
Give women rescued from sex trafficking the opportunity to earn a living selling second-hand clothing while they go back to school.
Selling bras provides a sustainable income up to 5x’s minimum wage
Drop locations: Kearney YMCA, From the Attic Antiques & Used Furniture, The Village Hairsmith, Mid-Nebraska Community Action,
Tim & Lanny’s Auto Center 
For more information contact Dr. Beth Wiersma, 865-8775, wiersmaba@unk.edu or see www.freethegirls.com
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1 – 5  5 8 17
6 – 10  8 14 8
11 ‐ 15  8 3
16 ‐ 20 3
Over 20 1
Range 2 ‐ 29 2 ‐ 12 2 – 10








































































I learned about the ‘real’ world 1 1 10 13 4.36
I did things I never thought I could do 1 3 11 10 4.2
I changed some of my beliefs and 
attitudes
2 3 14 6 3.96
I feel proud of my accomplishments on 
the service learning project
1 1 1 8 14 4.32
31
What I Learned or Things to do 
Different
• Let students pick the project
• Better tracking of activities
– Who the students talked to about the project
– Hours inside and outside of class
– Collecting bras on their own
– Social media & hometown newspapers
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What I Learned or Things to do 
Different
• Collecting money for shipping
• Some activities were not feasible or were 
cancelled
• Not everyone is willing to help 
• Bras may be embarrassing for male students 
to collect
• Put forethought into before and after 
assessments
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